A simple proof is given that an irreducible representation of an almost connected group on a quasi-complete locally convex space is essentially a Lie group representation.
REPRESENTATIONS OF ALMOST CONNECTED GROUPS
lim UipH)x = x holds true for every x e E. Hence there exists an 77 e £(G) such that UipA) 4 0. Obviously, the subgroup 77 being compact and normal, UipH) Uia) = Ilia) UipH) fot every a e G; by the irreducibility of U the continuous projection UipH) is equal to the identity. Now' (7(a) = Uia)l)ipH) = Uip") = lg for every a e H; hence, 77 is contained in ker U and this suffices to prove the Theorem.
The same reasoning yields the result also for factorial representations of G on a Hilbert space.
